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'Anybody who was anybody' visited the Anglo-Japanese
exhibits of 1910 at the White City in London.  The
Exhibition was the unanticipated consequence of the
persuasive actions of Commodore Perry of the US Navy
when he sailed into Tokyo harbour on July 8, 1853.  The
Exhibition brought together many Japanese items of
interest under the roof and in the surrounding area of the
White City, and a series of replica "famous gardens of
Japan" were built on site.

Enter another character in the scenario, one Josiah
Condor: a young Englishman who had gone out to Japan

as an architect in 1877.  Because he worked for the
government he had freedom of travel, and as such was
able to make some amazing technical drawings of the
houses, structures and gardens of Japan.  Condor married
a high-ranking Japanese woman and very quickly found
himself absorbed into Japanese life. As he learned the
language and customs he was able not only to draw what
he saw but also write the text.

So at the White City in 1910 two books written by Condor,
and first published in 1893, went on sale in the English
language: 'Landscape Gardening in Japan' and its
'Supplement'.  These were "must buys" for anyone who
wanted to know more about this seemingly 'strange' and
'unusual' style of gardening.

The Egerton family, who owned Tatton, bought these
books at the Exhibition and  immediately commissioned a
group of Japanese contractors to build a Japanese garden

at Tatton Park to include many parts from
Condor's books.  Fortunately during the 1910
construction at Tatton Park someone decided
it would be a good idea to follow the project
through on camera, as we were to discover a
little later.  After completion the garden
seems to have been kept reasonably well
except that little, if any, work was done on the
structures, fences and the bamboo artifacts,
and over the years many of these elements
disappeared.

From the day of my arrival at Tatton in 1980 I
was determined to attempt a restoration of
the garden.  I had some knowledge of
Japanese gardens, but not
enough to attempt any
restoration back then.
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However over the next fourteen years I had an opportunity
to 'cultivate' some influential Japanese people.  In addition
my two months spent in China and Japan in the mid-
1990's helped me to consolidate my accumulated
knowledge and contacts.  As a result, on my last night at
dinner with my Japanese contacts, an announcement was
made that the Japanese would make money available for
the restoration of Tatton Park's Japanese garden.

It was during this period, while I was on the telephone one
day, that an old farmer-looking character came into my
office and said: "these might be of use to you", and left an
old wooden box.  I don't know who he was, where he was
from or where he went.  When I had finished on the
telephone, I opened the old wooden box and was
surprised to find forty full plate glass slides of the
Japanese garden at Tatton during construction. Armed
now with all the information, Condor's books and some
money, work could start.  My contact, Professor Fukuhara,
came over to carry out a survey of the garden and
between us and various members of the National Trust
and Cheshire County Council we managed to put together
a working group to oversee the project, with Angela
Davies (Vice-Chairman of JSNW) interpreting for us.

We started by drawing some working plans from the plate
photographs and the books.  From them we were able to
ascertain what the fence was like, what bits were missing
from the garden and what had been moved.  We explained
to Prof. Fukuhara how we didn't want to restore the
garden to its 'purest' Japanese form, but rather to how it
was when the Egertons decided what went where. This
was something with which the Professor was in total
agreement, for he saw the garden as an important
historical landmark in the evolution of Japanese-
structured gardens designed and built by British
landscapers.  It was an interesting discussion that took
about two days to conclude. Having had a fourteen year

lead-in period to the project, it more or less went like
'clockwork' apart from the 'unexpected': firstly, the 'newt'
man responsible for the health and safety of all Great
Crested Newts - in the world!  Secondly, the weather: the
work was carried out during the winter of 2000-01, which
was one of the worst winters on record for rain; it hardly
ever stopped most days.  However the upside was that we
enjoyed daily 'mud treatment' which I am sure has
contributed to all those involved in the project staying
young with youthful complexions.

The clerks of works from Dunham Massey were appointed
to take care of the day-to-day work and all the
contractors were local people experienced in woodwork,
thatching etc., enabling all the work to be carried out to
an exceptionally high standard.  Everyone stayed good-
humoured even when requested by the Professor to move
a couple of tonne weight of rock around just another half
an inch!!

Eventually the restoration was complete.  The official
opening was in the May of 2001 when the sun shone
brilliantly.  A good day was had by all - it ended with
Professor Fukuhara and myself sat on my office floor each
side of our very own barrel of sake - I don't remember the
rest!
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Japanese Tex-Style: The Journey

I first encountered Japanese textiles through watching the
early period films of Akira Kurosawa and Yasujiro Ozu, but
since these were in black and white I could only imagine
the colours of these wonderful costumes.  At this time, at
the age of 32, I began practicing Aikido and was
fascinated by the beauty of the Japanese sword and the
care taken with every detail.

I decided to track down books on Japanese culture and fell
in love with it.  Fortunately there was a local shop in
Liverpool called "Kabuki", that sold everything from
calligraphy to tea ceremony utensils, so my collection
grew and grew.

In 1987, a Japanese festival was held in Cavern Walks,
where I met Keiko Tani (now Scott) who gave me
calligraphy lessons.  During her visits to Japan she would
send me indigo textiles, pottery and kimono; these I
began selling to friends and colleagues.

At this time I was a radiographer and it was not until 1999,
and a move to Yorkshire, that I could consider the
possibility of setting up a business full-time.  I travelled
to Japan, with Keiko, buying textiles and looking for
agents to regularly send me stock. The trip was a great

success and I began
selling at Textile Fair
venues around the
country.

It was only with the
advent of the internet
that I realized it would
be viable to sell
internationally. After
meeting Jason Cook, a
website designer, who was interested in adding unusual
companies to his client base, the Japanese Tex-style
website (www.japanesetex-style.co.uk) went online in
2003 and we now have clients from all over the world.
Last year a costume designer, Susannah Buxton, bought
kimono and Japanese textiles from me, to use for the
Kenneth Branagh film "As You Like It" which has been
completed and will hopefully be released soon.  Other
clients include the fashion designer, Paul Smith, Lexus
Cars and Wilson and Butler, the jewellery designers.

I believe it is wonderful to be able to turn a hobby that you
are mad about into your occupation and also meet and
chat to like-minded people from around the world.  I still
feel the same excitement and anticipation when a parcel
arrives from Japan as I did when opening those sent by
Keiko all those years ago. I look forward to more business
opportunities and enjoyment with Japanese Tex-style.
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Grosvenor Museum
In conjunction with the Grosvenor Museum's exhibition
of Hiroshige prints, 8 April - 18 June, there will be a
number of Japanese related events and activities taking
place at the museum, details of which can be seen via
www.grosvenormuseum.co.uk.

Preview Evening
All JSNW members will receive  an invitation to the
evening Preview to be held on Wednesday 12 April.
There will be a short talk followed by viewing time and
refreshments, so there will be time to socialise.

Daytime Lecture
Additionally we are being offered a concession to Adrian
Sumner's profusely illustrated lecture  based on the
influence of Japanese art on western culture from the
nineteenth century, entitled  'The Peacock Fan revisited',
on Wednesday 26 April at 1.30pm in the Lecture Theatre
at the Museum.  The entrance fee, on production of your
JSNW membership card, will be reduced to £2.00, which

includes tea and biscuits. No need to book, just pay at
the door.

Committee members will be present at each event and
you can be sure of a warm welcome.

Contact details: Grosvenor Museum, 27, Grosvenor
Street, Chester.  Tel: 01244 402005

April Events

Japanese Gardens
Our visit on 20th May to the Japanese Garden, as
previewed in Sam Youd’s article, begins at 2pm.  It is
restricted to a maximum of 15 persons, with preference
given to Society members, and is for people who do not
require assistance walking, as the route is difficult.  The
Society is making no charge and parking will also be

free, on production of a membership card.  However
there will be a charge for admission unless you are NT
or RHS members.  Detailed instructions will be sent to
those attending.

If you would like to attend please contact Angela
Davies at angela@jsnw.org.uk

May Event

No. 29  Tenryu River, west of Mitsuke

No. 13  Dusk in Numaddzu No. 11  Lake Ashi at Hakone
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Annual General Meeting
The Society’s AGM will be held on the afternoon of
Sunday 11th June at our Membership Secretary’s
home in Crosby.  After the business of the General
Meeting is concluded we will adjourn for a social
afternoon of some eats and some drinks, weather
permitting, in the garden.  Full details will be sent
in late May with the papers for the AGM.  Please put
the date in your diaries now as the Society needs
your support at this important meeting.

June Event

Japan Book Review Volume
1 No. 1 January 2006
New from (London’s) Japan Society this year is the first
edition of “Japan Book Review”. This is a new-look
format for book reviews, which the JS hopes will
enhance enjoyment of this highly popular feature.
The theme for this inaugural issue is memoirs and it
features four newly released books under this
heading ranging from the lifetime memories of the
distinguished scholar Geoffrey Bownas to Crown
Prince Naruhito's account of his two years at Oxford.
You will also find several other reviews of recent Japan-
related publications.

The JS is working hard to provide the very best and
most up-to-date book reviews. Its newly redesigned
web site currently has the full complement of its recent
reviews and will soon be expanded to include a
comprehensive archive section. The JS hope this
additional feature will make the Japan Society the best
source for on-line reviews, giving you plenty of reasons
for regularly visiting its web site:

http://www.japansociety.org.uk.

Book reviews can be found at:

http://www.japansociely.org.uk/reviews.html.

When recently searched, these most recent reviews
were not there: so you might need some patience
before the ‘hard copy’ articles appear on the web site.

This first edition has the following contents:

1) Japanese Journeys - Writings and Recollections

2) The Thames and I - A Memoir of Two Years at
Oxford

3) Spitfires in Japan: From Farnborough to the Far East

4) The Magatama Doodle - One Man's Affair with
Japan, 1950-2004

5) The Turbulent Decade: Confronting the Refugee
Crises of the 1990s

6) Valuing Intellectual Property in Japan, Britain and
the United States

7) Reporting the Russo-Japanese War, 1904-5: Lionel
James's first wireless transmissions to The Times

We have already alerted members by an E-mail message
about the “Proceedings of the Japan Society” (Number
143, 2005).  This 165-page journal contains a record of
the talks given to the London group during 2005.  The
E-mail listed the 12 talks, the full text of which is
reproduced in the journal.  Again, the text will eventually
appear on the JS website.

Report from the Forum of
Japan Societies

Every year the Japan Society in London brings together
representatives from the various Japan Societies and
related organisations from around the country.  The aim
is to share knowledge and experience.  This year’s
Forum was held at the former Port of London Authority
headquarters, a grand building overlooking the Tower of
London.

Several representatives of the Embassy of Japan were
present; Noboru Sekiguchi, Deputy Director of the
Japan Information and Cultural Centre addressed the
Forum.  The real value of this type of event is the
opportunity to learn from the experiences of others.
Both The University of Sheffield Japan Society and
Japan Society of Northern Ireland described major
events that they had held, reporting attendances
approaching 1000 and beyond.  Clearly, JSNW has
some catching up to do!
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15 April 16 April Leasowe Sports Centre,
Wirral
0151 652 1526

From 21 April
Film based on a short story by Haruki
Murakami.  It has won numerous film
festival prizes.

On national release.  Watch
for publicity.

2 May
Taiko drummers.

Burnley Mechanics
01282 664400

3 May
Taiko drummers.

Warrington Parr Hall
01925 442345

9 May
Taiko drummers.

Preston Charter Theatre
Guild Hall
01772 258858

22 May 25 May

Various talks, performances, morning &
afternoon teas and a “Geisha
Experience”.

Swinton Park, nr. Masham,
N. Yorks.
www.vintagekimono.co.uk

16 July
A large exhibition of bonsai but also
other things Japanese.

01204 884432
enquires@bonsaiartists.co
.uk

Regional Events

Web Japan
The Web Japan web site provides links to some very
interesting material on Japan.  You can find it at:

web-jpn.org
Highlights include Nipponia, a quarterly magazine
introducing contemporary Japanese culture and
society to people all over the world, and Kids Web
Japan, which is well worth a look no matter how old
you are.  Be sure to check out:

web-jpn.org/kidsweb/tech.html
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Event Review:

Haiku in Lymm
The Society's March event was a joint session with
members of the British Haiku Society (BHS) from the North
East and North West held in Lymm Village Hall. Everyone
was greeted with a welcome cup of Japanese green tea and
the event started with BHS members, Chris and Jane
reading out a selection of Japanese haiku - short poems
with a 5-7-5 syllable pattern - in English - and, with the
help of the Society's President, Martin Lucas, also in
Japanese.

With Martin's guidance and comment from different
members of the group, we then looked at some of the
haiku in more detail. It was fascinating to see how
different translations conveyed different flavours of the
original poem.  Within the selection were some of the
most famous Japanese poets such as Basho, Buson, Issa
and the female writer Chiyo-ni as well as some more
recent 20th century writers. It was interesting to hear why
and how some of works came to be written and recognise
a number of the traditional motifs and seasonal reference
words.  Japan Society members joined in the discussion
offering their own interpretations and opinions on the
meanings.  Just to give a few examples -

In a way
It was fun
Not to see Mount Fuji
In foggy rain.

Kirishigure   fuji wo minu hi zo   omoshiroki

 - Basho

This haiku provoked recollections from people who had
been to Mount Fuji and thoughts about its image and

place in Japanese spirituality and culture - we enjoyed the
way it gave a fresh "view" of an icon that could become
stereotyped.

The giant camphor tree, I,
And the dog
Are soaked through.

Daishou mo watakushi mo inu mo shiguretsutsu

 - Santoka

This haiku caused debate about the different perspectives
on the animate and inanimate and the contrasting
responses to "the dog" from an English as against a
Japanese audience.

alone in the spring --
hurling a javelin, and then
walking after it

Haru hitori   yari nagete   yari ni   ayumi yoru

 - Nomura Toshiro

There were different response to this haiku, some people
finding it more positive and active; others seeing
something more introspective. It was an example where
we looked at more than one translation, eliciting different
preferences from the group.

Some the history of haiku and background on some of
poets were provided by Martin who talked us through the
different meanings and led the workshop with masterly
expertise and tact. There was also a very informative
travelling exhibition from the BHS describing the origins
and development of haiku set up in the hall and some
more modern examples of haiku in English were
beautifully displayed on a set of hanging banners.

The event ended with a delicious buffet supper prepared
and served by Taka of
SushiCraft. Many participants
who were vegetarian were
especially impressed by the
unusual dishes and it was an
excellent way for everyone to
socialise and talk further
about their experiences in
Japan. The JSNW wished to
thank the BHS for sharing its
expertise and knowledge and
creating such a stimulating
afternoon.
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Event Reviews:

Japan in Focus
A tourist to Japan does not have the opportunity to visit
the more remote locations and festivals.  However both
Martin Byrne and David Woolf have each spent
considerable time over a span of 20 years in Japan, so it
was a privileged view we got and easy to forget, as we
looked at their prints and 35mm slides, that it was a late

January evening in Rainhill Village Hall.  The results were
well worth coming a long way to see – in fact one visitor
had travelled from the Lancaster area and we hope that
she felt that her visit had been rewarding.

: One Earth Tour
A number of members met at  for a meal
before joining other members to see and hear  at
the Bridgewater Hall.  It was a total experience – aural
and visual – with a dynamic range from the subtlest of
sounds on koto and flute to an almost brutal assault
on the senses from the massive o-daiko.  never
disappoint, however many times one has seen and
heard them. Kodo photographs ©Scott Baron


